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Objectives 

- to establish key competences of staff working in museums that plan innovative

educational paths for adults;

- to improve networking of historical sites and museums through sharing of

experiences at local, national and European level;

- to stimulate the reactions and views of the project participants, engaging

them in planning new educational paths within their organizations, following

the common guidelines;the common guidelines;

Argument:

A needs analysis of pedagogical competences needed by the staff engaged in

historical sites/museum activities will be carried out in order to list the key

competences foreseen and necessary to plan effective and engaging paths in

historical sites/museums for adults, according to their needs and desires.

The assessment of target group needs-represented one of the first steps in 

planning and developing   further steps in our project. To accomplish our goal, we 

used needs assessment technique: an individual technique – the questionnaire



General information:

Needs assessment questionnaire’s aim:

Is to identify the key competences of staff working in museums which plan 

innovative educational paths for adults. 

Each partner conducted the questionnaire for its target group. All partners were

involved in the process of data collection for the needs analysis report.

Applied method: on-line and paper-pencil questionnaire. Information was

collected in writing.

Period: May-July 2013Period: May-July 2013

Participation mode: on-line invitation (e-mail), by phone, direct contact

Target group: people working in cultural associations, public offices and museums

that follow and manage the promotion of historical sites and trainers (director,

manager, archeologists, coordinator, president of the cultural association, founder

and curator, responsible for the educational sector, restorer, responsible for

teaching  Total number of 

answers 

 

 

Italy 10 

Belgium 3 

Greece 11 

Turkey 19 

Romania 8 
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"Grigore Antipa" national Musuem of natural History 
Scheepvaartmuseum Baasrode 
National Tobacco Museum 
Provinciaal streekcentrum Huysmanhoeve 
The Ruins of Hireapolis Museum 
Afyonkarahisar Archaeological Museum 
The Ancient city of Laodikeia 
Denizli Museum 
The ancient city of Laodikeia 
Museum of the Ancient City ruins Hiearpolis 
Hierapolis Ancient City and Ruins of the Hierapolis Museum 
Folk Museum of Mesi 
National Gallery of  Art - Corfu Annex 
Museum of Agricultural and Craft Life of Kato Garouna 
Virgin Mary of Kassiopi 
HSM Folklore Museum OF Acharavi 
Folklore Olive's-Museum “Donatos Paipetis” 
Solomos Museum 

Museums included in our research

Table 1.  

Solomos Museum 
Folklore Museum of Paxos 
Historic site of the Tower of Ragiou 
Achilleon 
Denizli Atatürk museum of Ethnography 
Muzeul Ţării Crişurilor, Muzeul Memorial "Iosif Vulcan", Muzeul Memorial "Aurel Lazăr", Muzeul 
Memorial "Ady Endre", Peştera Vadu Crişului 
Muzeul de Arheologie si Istorie al Văii Ierului 
Casa del Vicario 
Comedia Società Cooperativa a r. l. 
Villa Imperiale 
Area archeologica di Colombarone 
Domus del Mito 
Villa del Balì 
Fondazione Pescheria 
Castello di Frontone 
Musei di Palazzo Ducale 
Musei Civici - Pinacoteca 
Museo di Storia dell'Agricoltura e dell'Artigianato " 
Muzeul IosifVulcan Oradea 
Muzeul Municipal Beius 
Muzeul La Fluture 

 



Type of museum (profile) and collections included in our study

1/3 of the museums that participated in the study stated that they have an archeology /

Ethnology profile. ¼ are historical buildings and sites. This distribution is natural given that our

project aims to identify the needs of museums and sites in rural areas.

The profiles of these museums are related to particular ethnological and archaeological materials.
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Comparative data (diagnosis) between 5 countries on target audience, policies, 

public awareness, programs in terms of yes or not 

Table 2



Does the HSM provide opportunities for staff training and development?

(56% of respondents answered affirmatively) – see  No 5 slide

Example of staff training:

Guiding, model building, restoration, traditional shipbuilding 
We provide information about antiques finds which are emerged with 
excavation and buildings every years 
These areas are given people who want to do science the possibility of 
development. 
 ministry seminars symposium of museum excavations 
 Educational seminars, symposium of museum excavations 
All kinds of, technical unit, laboratory and written sources, experimental All kinds of, technical unit, laboratory and written sources, experimental 
students. 
 Participation in education, symposium and seminars 
 Attendance of seminars, participation to European projects, cooperation 
with other institutions 
Education of priests 
Scientific development through participation in conferences- workshops, 
study material, conducting training programs in collaboration with primary or 
secondary education. 
Briefing on new activities, Training on guarding, safety issues and fire 
prevention. 
training courses for security, FSE updating courses and vocational training 
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Does the HSM offer specific programs for the community?
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Declared need for specific programs is very high in Turkey and Italy. Romania and Greece

apparently have a better situation. It's very likely that at institutional level, these needs

are not acknowledged.

Graphic 3



Does the HSM offer specific programs for the 

community?

Educational  Educational  - trips

- activities

Inform the public   Inform the public   - Mass-media .  Social network,  Website

Most of report respondents emphasized theoretical activities. Some of the subjects refer

to interactive educational activities and various forms of collaboration with local

communities.

EventsEvents forfor thethe communitycommunity : - cultural (fairs, art and photography exhibitions, folk activities, musical evenings,

theatre performances for children )

- Scientific - conferences



What forms of dissemination would be needed so that rural heritage values contribute

to the education of adults as well?

- Exchange experience between specialists

- Communication   

- Publishing,  social media,  presentations,  publicity

- Museum fair, festival, events to raise awareness, presentations  for the public, 

To this question, respondents, regardless of their country of origin, identified a need for enhanced

exchange of experience between practitioners and policy transfer models.

It was revealed the need for appropriate strategies and effective public relations.

- Museum fair, festival, events to raise awareness, presentations  for the public, 

sightseeing tour, entrance fees to museum 

- By interractive educational programs 



What kind of institutional support is necessary to develop a network of education on the history and rural 

heritage values?

• Cooperation with local authorities and cultural organizations

• Communication, network

• Financial support

• Training programs

• Educational events

• Publication, promotion

Most of the responses refer to the need to promote cooperation with the local 

authority and cultural organizations. It also identified the need to promote cultural 

exchange and network implementation.

• Publication, promotion

• Scientific

• Ministry, government agencies

• Legislative



What kind of institutional support is necessary to develop a network of education on the history 

and rural heritage values?

Professional education and specialized training have been identified as key needs. Cultural

education supported by institutional means is considered more important than promoting

through specialized websites. This seems significant for the museums involved in our

study.

Graph 4



Are there local community members willing to contribute (donations, various contributions in 

objects) to the establishment of "rural centers of local heritage preservation"?

Our results reveal a natural interest for common heritage and community values  . It

would be interesting to investigate the motivations that were the basis of these

contributions.

Graph 5



Are there local community members willing to contribute (donations, various 

contributions in objects) to the establishment of "rural centers of local heritage 

preservation"?

At comparative level, it appears obvious the interest of local communities in showing the

appreciation for the past and historical traditions - managing a valorization of vestiges

at tourism level.

Achieving economic benefits and integrate local historical objectives of interest as

arguments of regional development projects increase the availability of community

members to make donations or contributions.

Graph 6



Please prioritize your HSM’s training needs in the following subjects, specifying the degree of priority from 

1 to 12 (1 = most wanted) 

Hierarchy Training priorities Frequencies

1 Fundraising 23

2 Cultural Tourism 19

3 Documentation/Inventories 18

4 Museum Management 184 Museum Management 18

5 Museology 18

6 Communication (including public relations and marketing) 13

7 Preventive Conservation 13

8 Visitor Studies 13

9 Museum Security and Emergency Planning 11

10 Exhibitions 8



What are the reasons that can cause someone to be interested in knowing some elements of 

history and culture in rural areas?

- The 90% reasons are focused on the personal interest: local identity, to be informed, self-

awareness, know the tradition, cultural values

- Economic
To know the past, evaluating present and thinking for future. 
continuity in history and heritage 
personal interests, craftsmanship 
Ease of transportation, curious about history and culture, the connections between the past and the 
present. 
Learning the lifestyle, the history, the culture and the out/craft of civilizations living in the past; this 
compare them with today's; transferring them to future generations 
Economic thought in terms of tourism income, impact on the environment of investment in this area, 
introduction of cultural values contribute to introduce the local area 
Recognizing, interpreting the history, generating income from cultural tourism. 
Reaching the awareness of cultural heritage and economical incomes of the cultural tourism 
Understanding and awareness of transfer and to future generations Understanding and awareness of transfer and to future generations 
Establishing a link between the past and the future by doing historical research. 
People must have the conscious of protection, knowledge and leaving historical and cultural worth to the 
next generation 
Education, visuals, entrance fees, guidance 
Protection, understanding and awareness of transfer to next generations 
The conscious of preservation and transmission to the future generations 
Interesting in geography and historical background 
The main reason would be self-awareness 
The connection with the past, curiosity, lack of information 
Interest in the tradition of the village – to get to know its history – to organize the future 
The way of life of villagers the cultivation of local produce and manufacture of local products 
Interest in the tradition of the village – to get to know its history – to organize the future 
In order to get acquainted with the place one is visiting, to have a better understanding of the world, learns 
about the past and the evolution of society. 
promote their local identity [local products, quality products, tourist identity in connection with the history 
and the culture]. 
Museum’s architecture and the beauty of the natural environment. The history of its predecessors. The 
projection of the building. 
Expansion of the area of interest, remarkably popular approaches. 
Cultural awareness, cultural shipping, To be informed 
connect the cultural area to the wine-food sector and well-being 

 



How realistic is live the HSM actively rather than passively?

ease of access to the museum, the days off is annonced to public with connunication, the newly 
opened section of the exhibition are informed the public, organization of exhibitions, to campaign 
about desirable works/antiques by asking which visitors like the most to works 
We should attach importance to restoration, removed artifacts should be given visualization. 
İmportant and attractive organization should be done in this site. İn addition grant should be good. 
Exhibitions of museum must be renew regularly, active and comprehensible presentations, training 
activities especially for children, conferences and social organizations, to make museum cards more 
cognoscible, unpaid public days on museum and ruins 

 

The opinion that the action of the institutions must be proactive it is widely shared.

Even where there are doubts regarding the realism of such choices, the opinion that this is

how the issue should be handled, dominates.

Graph 7



What do you have to do in order to experience the HSM more actively?

It is strongly underlined the need for substantial funding, but with almost the same

intensity, it is necessary to develop new advertising strategies and expansion of

educational activities, namely of activities and actions of training.

Graph 8



How new technologies (ICT) could help the staff (volunteers included) assigned 

to the educational functions of the HSM?

Under statistical report is visible a preference for direct communication (classical) face to

face. New ICT technologies are likely perceived as slightly adapted formulas to fit

particular needs of communication.

Graphic 9



Other suggestions

- Increasing the number of staff working

- in close cooperation with the local community

- a round table on the topic of value and valuation

of HSM

- space should be built for employees



Annex to the report

Experiential Learning in historical sites and museumsExperiential Learning in historical sites and museums

YEAR 2012-2014 

Needs analysis report – Lithuanian results

(These results are added as an annex to the Needs analysis report due to the moment 

lithuanian partner has join (has been accepted) the project)



General information:

Needs assessment questionnaire’s aim:

Is to identify the key competences of staff working in museums which plan

innovative educational paths for adults.

Lithuanian partner conducted the questionnaire for its target group.

Applied method: paper-pencil questionnaire. Information was collected by filling in the

questionnaire.

Period: November 2013

Participation mode: on-line invitation (e-mail), by phone, direct contact

Target group: people working in cultural associations, public offices and museums that follow

and manage the promotion of historical sites and trainers: Curator , Chair in community

 Total number of 

answers 

 

 

Italy 10 

Belgium 3 

Greece 11 

Turkey 19 

Romania 8 

Lithuania                             5



Memorial Museum of Poet Antanas Vienazindis

Anthropology, Archaeology

Ethnology, History

Museums included in Lithuanian research Type of museum (profile) and

collections included in study

Stelmuze Church Art Museum

Zarasai Area Museum

Museum of Linguist Kazinieras Buga

Slyninka Water Mill



Comparative data (diagnosis) between 6 (including Lithuania) countries on 

target audience, policies, public awareness, programs in terms of yes or not 



Does the HSM provide opportunities for staff

training and development?

(56% of respondents answered affirmatively) –

Yes: in seminars, probationary 

and trainings – (5 of 5)

Does the HSM offer specific programs for 

the community?
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Forms of dissemination

Visual aids, communication 

technologies, internet games for kids necessary

education

heritage

What kind of institutional support is

necessary to develop a network of

education on the history and rural

heritage values?
Are there local community members 

willing to contribute (donations, 

- financial and scientific help, information

technologies

- information technologies

willing to contribute (donations, 

various contributions in objects) to the 

establishment of "rural centers of local 

heritage preservation"?

Yes 100%



Please prioritize your HSM’s training needs in the following subjects, specifying the degree of priority from 

1 to 12 (1 = most wanted)

Hierarchy Training priorities Frequencies

1 Fundraising 23

2 Cultural Tourism 23

3 Documentation/Inventories 18

4 Museum Management 224 Museum Management 22

5 Museology 18

6 Communications (including public relations and marketing) 13

7 Preventive Conservation 13

8 Visitor Studies 17

9 Museum Security and Emergency Planning 11

10 Exhibitions 8

Lithuanian respondents (in comparison with other countries put the accent on 3

dimensions) considers that the most important needs are: Cultural tourism,

Museum management and Visitors Studies (+ 4).



How realistic is live the HSM actively 

rather than passively?

4  of 5  answered afirmative: “it is 

possible to make the museum 

actively, 

but it depends on financial situations 

and resources”

Does the HSM evaluate public awareness?

“it makes the possibility to spread the 

regional culture: 

education, program, excursions”

Are there national strategies: training

strategy, communication strategy (possibly

a set of public policy) on the history and

local culture in rural areas?

- exhibitions of local authors and artists 

- Rural heritage


